
PLEASE FILL LIGHTER BEFORE
FIRST USE OF YOUR BRIPE. 

The lighter has been shipped to you without butane fuel due 
to shipping restrictions. Refill lighter using a standard butane 
refill canister available at various stores. Follow canister 
instructions and precautions.  

Warning: Do not use lighter near flammable materials, 
clothing or skin.  Never touch hot lighter head or use lighter 
until it is cool. Use only in well ventilated areas and keep 
away from children.  Make sure flame is extinguished after 
each use of the lighter. The lighter flame cannot be seen in 
daylight so caution must be used to know when flame is lit 
and extinguished. 

Traveling with lighter:  Never place lighter in airport 
carry-on luggage. It will be taken by airport security. If you put 
the lighter in carry on luggage empty lighter completely of fuel 
by depressing fill nozzle at bottom with a pointed item until 
empty before placing in checked bags as fuel is not permitted 
onboard an aircraft. 

If lighter does not light:  First check to be sure that it has 
fuel and refill if necessary.  If the flame is low adjust with 
bottom ring.  If it sparks but won't light, bring spark 
mechanism closer to the head as it may have become 
misaligned. 
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Refilling the lighter:  Completely empty before refilling by 
depressing bottom valve. Using the bottom fill valve 
adjustment dial, place on lowest setting before filling. Orient 
the fill valve facing up then gently depress butane refill can 
down into valve keeping both aligned very straight to avoid 
leakage of fuel as it is flammable and cold.  Wait several 
minutes after filling for the lighter to warm up and the butane 
vapor to dissipate before lighting. 

Flame adjustment:  adjust to desired flame by spinning the 
bottom adjustment dial either clockwise or counter clockwise 
until you have the desired flame. 

Discard defective lighter:  If damaged, lighter should be 
immediately drained of fuel by depressing the bottom fill 
valve with a pointed object until empty. Discard lighter in a 
safe manner. Damaged or misused lighters are not 
returnable and not replaceable. Only new lighters that do 
not function properly may be returned for a replacement 
when drained of fuel and returned accompanied by a 
purchase receipt within 60 days of purchase to: 

Bripe Inc.
3215 Appleton Side Rd
Carleton Place, Ontario Canada
K7C4M3


